Voronoi Diagram via Divide-and-Conquer

Images from http://tinyurl.com/25jzcrw
- Bisect sites into red and black sets.
- Compute red and black Vor. Diags. recursively.
- Compute blue dividing chain (TBD)
Merge **red** and **black** Vor. Diags. by clipping along **blue** chain

Clip unwanted Red Lines (dotted lines) to the right of Blue Dividing Chain.

Clip unwanted Black Lines (dotted lines) to the left of Blue Dividing Chain.
Computing dividing chain (step 1)
Computing dividing chain (step 2)
Computing dividing chain (step 3)
Computing dividing chain (step 4)
Computing dividing chain (step 5)
And so on (steps 6…16)
Computing dividing chain (step 17)
Demo applet at http://tinyurl.com/25jzcrw